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1 Social Media Module
The Social Media Module allows for SiteExecutive users to integrate popular social media
applications like Facebook and Twitter into pages and templates created in
SiteExecutive. Facebook widgets like the “Like” and “Recommend” buttons can be added
to pages or templates in SiteExecutive. The Social Media Module also allows for realtime Twitter feeds to be integrated with pages and templates, the Event Calendar, and
the Profile Directory.
The Facebook integration utilizes the Open Graph Protocol which, according to Facebook
“enables integration of web pages into the social graph”. “Including Open Graph tags on
your Web page, makes your page equivalent to a Facebook Page. This means when a
user clicks a Like button on your page, a connection is made between your page and the
user.”

1.1 Enable Open Graph Protocol in your SiteExecutive
Instance:
1. Select the site instance from the Site Navigation Tree.
2. Select the Properties tab.
3. Click Edit in the bottom right corner.
4. Select Yes to Enable Facebook/Open Graph Integration.

5. Click Save
Note: The Open Graph Protocol is enabled at the Site level only. Enabling the Open
Graph integration will result in the site not being W3C compliant since open graph
tags are not part of the W3C standard. SiteExecutive supports the following Open
Graph tags (og:url, og:title, fb:app_id, og:type).

SiteExecutive supports any open graph tag that a user creates. It inserts some tags
by default without any user interaction. If a metatag is created by an SE User and
assinged to a page (or cascades onto a page) the assigned (or cascading) metatag
will take precedence over system generated values.
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OG:URL is put on all pages by default with the current URL.
Overriding this tag is important for cases such as any page which is a default
for a folder.
example:


http://www.example.com/index.html will have a system generated
OG:URL of http://www.example.com/index.html



http://www.example.com/ will have a system generated OG:URL of
http://www.example.com/
This is a problem for a like button on that page which is configured
for the current url as it will essentially be functioning for 2 different
pages, In this case an OG:URL metatag should be created and
assigned to the page of http://www.example.com/index.html, in that
case the page will always have a OG:URL value of
http://www.example.com/index.html, regardless of how it is accessed.

OG:DESCRIPTION is added to any page with a description metatag added to it, or lacking that
condition, any page with a system generated DESCRIPTION metatag (the summary field on a page’s
properties)
OG:TITLE will be generated from the page title
OG:TYPE will be set to “article”

In the Event Calendar:


OG:TYPE is set to “EVENT” on any single event page



OG:TYPE is set to “CALENDAR” on any calendar page



OG:TITLE is set to the event title on any single event page



OG:URL is set to the event details page’s URL on any single event page



OG:EMAIL is set to the contact user’s email address on any single event page with a
contact user email address



OG:PHONE_NUMBER is set to the contact user’s phone number on any single event
page with a contact user phone number

FB:ADMINS can be added to content so that additional users can have admin rights
to the Facebook widgets on a page.

OG:IMAGE should be assigned at least at the site root. It needs to be the fully
qualified publicly available URL of an image which is greater than 50pixels x 50pixels.

OG:SITE_NAME should be assigned at the site root. It is a human readable version
of your site’s name.
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FB:APP_ID is added if an application ID is assigned in the facebook set up tab of the
social media module. Otherwise it must be added to a page for the facebook widgets
to work.

Further documentation for open graph tags is available at:
http://developers.facebook.com/docs/opengraph/ It is recommended that a user
configuring a site for facebook integration read this page.

1.2 Setting Social Media Module Properties:
1. Select the Module/Applications explorer from the Site Tree.

2. Select Social Media under Modules.

The tabs at the Social Media Module level are:
Desktop: This tab gives Administrative users access to the Permissions icon
and the Object Viewer icon. The Permissions icon allows an Administrative
user to specify which users are able to access the Social Media Module. The
Object Viewer icon grants users direct access to a debugging tool often used
by developers (for more information, see the Site Administrator User Guide).

Facebook: This tab configures the Facebook API. You will need a Facebook
Developer Application ID in order to use this functionality.

It is important that your Facebook Application is correctly linked to your
rendering URL for it to display properly.
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Further documentation on Facebook Social Plugins is available at:
http://developers.facebook.com/docs/plugins/ SE generates the code that is
inserted on the page, but a user can override any of the metatags which affect
performance of the widget.

Audit Log: This tab logs information about actions in the module. It provides
the time, action, description, and user for each entry.

1.3 Inserting Social Media Module on Pages and Templates
The Social Media module can be inserted on pages and templates using a variety of
different Modes. These include select Twitter and Facebook functions like Tweet This
and Facebook Like. Once inserted the module can be styled using the mode
properties and the layout editor giving a high level of control over the look and feel of
the module.
To insert the Social Media Module on a Page or Template:
1. Select the desired Page or Template from the Site Tree.
2. Select Preview/Edit tab.
3. Click Edit Page or Edit Template. To enter the Edit Layout mode.
4. Click the Insert Module button.
5. Select Social Media from the dropdown list.

6. There are several modes available for inserting the Social Media Module.

NOTE: any template that contains or which will be used for a page that contains a
facebook mode Social Media Module instance should have the following added to
the template’s <HTML> Tag Attributes field on the properties tab:

o
o

xmlns:og="http://opengraphprotocol.org/schema/"
xmlns:fb="http://www.facebook.com/2008/fbml"

Without these values added to the <HTML> Tag Attributes, it is possible some
browsers may exhibit incorrect rendering.
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1.3.1 Twitter Modes:
1.3.1.1 Tweet This
Adds a Tweet button to any page or template which allows site visitors to share content
with one click.

Tweet This Options
Tweet

Text to pre-populate tweet with.

SSL Compatible

Specifies whether or not follows SSL protocol. (If the module is on a
page or template that is served over an SSL connection the SSL
Compatible mode will always be used. – this toggle is here so that the
SSL Compatible mode can always be used for consistency across a
site between SSL and Non-SSL pages.)

Tweet Count

Specifies how tweet count should be displayed. Horizontally,
Vertically, or not at all. (The Tweet Count will not be displayed in SSL
Compatible mode)

Tweet URL

URL to associate with the tweet. By default it will use the current
page’s url unless a different url is specifiied.

1.3.2 Facebook Modes
Inserts select Facebook options and widgets into Pages or Templates.
In all Facebook modes if the mode is configured to refer to the “Current Page”, it
will use the OG:URL value on that page, so a manually overridden OG:URL
value can be very useful coupled with this feature.
In order to activate any of the Facebook modes on your website, perform the
following steps:
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1. On the Facebook tab of the social media module in the
modules/applications explorer, enter your Facebook application id.

2. On the site (or folder) where the social media module will be used, configure
the following metatags
OG:SITE_NAME - <A human readable name for your site>
OG:IMAGE - <The url to the image that Facebook will use when showing on
a person’s wall>
3. To enable “Likes” to appear in user facebook pages, on the template that
will be used by the social media module, add the following two attributes to
the <HTML> Tag Attributes field:
a. xmlns:og="http://opengraphprotocol.org/schema/"
b. xmlns:fb=http://www.facebook.com/2008/fbml
4. On Facebook in the app settings for your application the website with
Facebook login must match the site where you are using the social media
module
5. The website must be accessible by Facebook’s Linter so the site must be
public facing.

1.3.2.1 Facebook Like
Adds the Like button that allows visitors to share content from your site
back to their facebook profile.
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Facebook Like Options
Type

Like or Recommend.

URL to like

URL to be displayed in Facebook like or recommendation.

Layout

Standard, Horizontal, or Vertical orientation on page.

Width

Size of widget.

Show Faces

Whether or not to show faces from profile.

Font

Font type to be used.

Color Scheme

Color scheme to display.

1.3.2.2 Facebook Recommendations
Allows for personalized recommendations to be displayed based on your
content.
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Facebook Recommendation Options
Height

Height of widget displayed.

Width

Width of widget displayed.

Show Header

Shows “Recommendations” in the header of the widget.

Border Color

Defines the color of the border of the widget.

Font

Font type to be used.

Color Scheme

Color scheme to display.

1.3.2.3 Facebook Comments
Enables visitor commenting on your site.

Facebook Comments Options
URL on which to
comment

URL to display in comment.

Number of Posts

Number of comments to display.

Width

Width of widget displayed.

1.3.2.4 Facebook Facepile
Shows the Facebook profile photos of visitors who have liked your page.

NOTE: If no friends of the logged in Facebook user have liked the page
which the Facepile is pointed to the Facepile widget will not display.
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Facebook Facepile Options
URL for Facepile

URL to display in comment.

Max number of rows

Number of rows to display.

Width

Width of widget displayed.

1.3.2.5 Facebook Like Box
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Facebook Like Box Options
Facebook Fan Page URL

URL to display in comment.

Width <<

Width of widget displayed.

Color Scheme

Color Scheme of widget.

Show Faces

Show profile photos.

Show Stream

Show the profile stream.

Header

Show’s “Find us on Facebook” in the header of the widget.

2 Blog Application
The Blog Application was created as a way for users to manage blogs within
SiteExecutive. Users have the ability to deploy Blog application instances which are used
to display collections of posts.
In the Blog Application, users are able to manage the layouts of a blog with the use of
Contents and Containers. This gives the user a high level of control over the look and
feel of the blog.
To access the Blog Application:
1. Select the Module/Applications explorer from the Site Tree. Select Blog
Application under Applications.

The tabs at the Blog Application level are:
Desktop: This tab gives Administrative users access to the Permissions icon and the
Object Viewer icon. The Permissions icon allows an Administrative user to specify
which users are able to access the Blog Application. The Object Viewer icon grants
users direct access to a debugging tool often used by developers (for more
information, see the Site Administrator User Guide).
Extensions: This tab lists all viewlets that exist for the Blog Application. Currently,
only the Display Posts viewlet exists for this application.
Usage: This tab shows all places where Blog application instances are deployed. It
also provides creation and last modified information for each application instance.
Audit Log: This tab logs information about the Blog application. It provides the time,
action, description, and user for each entry.

2.1 Blog Application Instance
The Blog Application allows users to deploy Blog Application Instances. These
application instances are used to display collections of posts. Users are able to
manage layouts, posts and comments at the application instance level.
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The tabs at the Blog application instance level are:
Desktop: This tab gives Administrative users access to:


Permissions: Allows an Administrative user to specify which users are able to
access the Blog application instance.



Application Instance Security: See the Site Administrator user guide for
information on Application Instance Security.



Rename: Allows users to rename the application instance.



Move: Allows users to move the application instance.



Delete: Allows users to delete the application instance.



Object Viewer: Grants users direct access to a debugging tool often used by
developers (for more information, see the Site Administrator User Guide).

Posts: Posts are managed on this tab. Posts can be added, edited, removed, and
have comments added to them on this tab.
Comments: Comments are managed on this tab. Comments can be added, edited,
removed, and previewed on this tab. Users also manage pending comments here.
Authors: Authors are managed on this tab. Authors can be added, edited, removed,
and previewed on this tab.
Layouts: Users manage the layout for the blog on this tab. Users are able to control the format of the
layout from this location.
Dynamic Content: See the Template and Style Sheet User Guide for information on
the Dynamic Content tab.
Dynamic Style Sheet: See the Template and Style Sheet User Guide for information
on the Dynamic Style Sheet tab.
Properties: This tab displays the options chosen when the application instance was
deployed. Users can edit this tab and change the properties of the application
instance at any time.
Audit Log: This tab logs information about actions in the blog, such as when posts
are created. It provides the time, action, description, and user for each entry.
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2.2 Deploy Application Instance
To deploy an application instance:
1. Select the desired site or folder in the site tree where the application
instance will be deployed.
2. On the Desktop tab of the site or folder, click Deploy Application.
The Deploy Application dialog appears:

The available fields are:
Name<<: The name of the application instance. This field is required.
Application<<: The type of application instance to deploy.
3. Enter a name and select Blog Application in the Application dropdown
field.

4. Click Save.
The Deploy Blog Application dialog appears:
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The fields available are:
Title<<: Title of the blog. This field is required.
Description: Description for the blog.
Is active: Determines if the blog is active.
Auto approve comments: Determines if comments are automatically approved
when site visitors comment on a post.
Comment Sort Order: Determines order in which comments appear under post.
Choose a template: Template used by the blog.
Maximum number of posts per page: Determines the number of posts that show
per page of the blog.
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Maximum keywords per page: Determines the number of keywords that show per
page of the blog.
Keyword Container Sort Order: Determines whether keywords are displayed
alphebetically or by the number of times used on the blog.
Maximum number of posts per RSS feed: Determines the maximum number of
posts shown in the RSS feed.
RSS Time To Live: The number of minutes a channel can be cached before
refreshing from the source. Blank indicates the feed reader will assign a defualt
value.
Navigation Configuration: Determines whether navigation is displayed in Years,
Months, or Days.
Comment Notification: Determines if a SiteExecutive user will be notified when
comments are made on a blog post.
Comment Notification User: If comment notification is enabled, the user selected
in this field receives an email when comments are made on a blog post.
Allow Source Button When Editing Post: Determines if the Source button is
available to users creating a blog post.
Use default styles: The blog is shipped with default styles that make it usable out
of the box. Determines if default styles are used.
Error message for invalid post requests: Input field for a custom error message
when an invalid post is requested.
Read More Text: If left blank, “Click here to read more.” will be used.
Spam Filtering: There are five different levels of effectiveness.


Aggressive: Default spam filter setting. Strongest Spam detection.



Strong: Adds Min Time Spent On Form field. This field will cause any
submissions by users that spend at least X seconds on the form to not
be marked as Spam. This field is also available on all less strict spam
filter settings



Normal: Less strict than Strong. Enables Min Time Spent On Form.



Mild: The least strict setting that will catch Spam.



None: Results will not be flagged as Spam.

Profile Directory Integration:

Determines which profile directories may be used as post authors and which
profile directory field will be used as the author biography in the blog.
5. Fill in information and click Save.
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The Blog application instance is deployed in the site or folder selected.

2.3 Manage Application Instance
Through the Desktop tab, users are able to rename, move, and delete Blog
application instances.

2.3.1 Rename Application Instance
To rename an application instance:
1. On the Desktop tab of an application instance, click Rename.

The Rename dialog appears:

2. Enter a new name in the Name field.
3. Click Save.

2.3.2 Move Application Instance
To move an application instance:
1. On the Desktop tab of an application instance, click Move.

The Move dialog appears:
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2. Using the dialog, select a new destination in the site tree for the
application instance.
3. Click Move.

2.3.3 Delete Application Instance
To delete an application instance:
1. On the Desktop tab of an application instance, click Delete.

The warning dialog appears:

2. Click OK.
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2.4 Posts Tab
All blog posts are managed on the Posts tab in the Blog application instance. On the
Posts tab, users are able to create, edit, and remove posts as well as add comments
to a post. Users can also deactivate and activate posts. The Posts tab provides a
search interface for users to locate specific posts.

2.4.1 Create a Post
To create a Post:
1. Select the Blog application instance.
2. Select the Posts tab.
The Manage Posts screen appears.

3. Click the Add Post button.

4. Enter information in the available fields.
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The fields available are:
Author<<: Author of the post. This field is required.
Title<<: Title of the post. This field is required.
URL Title<<: URL title for the post. Automatically populates based on
Title but can be edited, and must be a unique value. This field is
required.
Note: The following words are reserved and cannot be used
in the URL title: post, keyword, date.
Publish Date: Refers to the date and time that the post will display. If
the date is in the future, the post will not appear until that day and
time occur.
Allow Comments: Determines if comments can be made on this blog
post.
Keywords (separated by commas): Keywords that relate to the post.
Image: Image and Alt Text to display on and identify the blog post.
Content: Content of the post.
Editor icons available when adding a post include:
Tools:

Description:
Source Button
Available if enabled on the Properties tab of
the Blog application instance.
Cut, Copy
Cuts and copies highlighted text,
respectively.
Paste
Pastes cut or copied text into the editor.
Note: If pasting non-supported tags, Paste
Special dialog box will display automatically.
Paste as plain text
Pastes cut or copied content into the Editor
as plain text. All formatting will be stripped,
and text will be pasted using the <p> or
<body> tag style.
Paste Special
Paste Special is used to paste external
content by removing any HTML tags that are
not supported by SiteExecutive. Paste
Special dialog box will automatically pop-up
if pasting external content that contain nonsupported tags. The content will be pasted
at the end of the page unless otherwise
specified.
Note: Pasting non-text content (i.e. images)
may cause JavaScript errors when pasting.
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Tools:

Description:
Spell Check
Provides a spell check for page content
based on the default dictionary.
Note: While this tool spell checks against
modules, it does not save changes made to
spelling in modules.
Page Dictionary and Spell Check
Displays multi-language dictionaries
available and enables the selection of an
alternate dictionary for the selected page.
Note: Multiple dictionaries must be selected
each time the spell check will be performed.
Undo, Redo
Undo reverses the last editing action and
Redo annuls the last Undo action performed.
Note: The Undo and Redo tools should be
used with caution, especially with tables.
The tool will undo or redo individual tags.
Users may have to click Undo or Redo
several times before it will completely undo
or redo the last performed function.
Find, Replace
Allows the search and replacement of
specified text.
Bold, Italic, Underline
Provides formatting options; these attributes
may be applied to any text entered on the
page.
Strike Through
Displays the selected text with a line
through.
Subscript, Superscript
Superscript will display the selected text
smaller and will set it slightly above the
normal text.
Subscript will display the selected text
smaller and will set it slightly below the
normal text.
Ordered List, Unordered List
Creates numbered lists and bulleted lists.
Decrease Indent, Increase Indent
Moves selected paragraph approximately ½”
to the right or left of the page.
Blockquote
Defines the start of a long quotation and
creates whitespace on both sides of the text.
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Tools:

Description:
Insert a Link, Unlink
Creates HTML links from text or objects to
other pages or elements in the
SiteExecutive Explorer. Allows the creation
of Internal, External, MailTo, and Anchor
links.
Insert an Image
Inserts a graphic on the page from
SiteExecutive Explorer.
Insert Video
Inserts a video on the page.
Insert a Table
Inserts an HTML-based table.
Insert HTML snippet
Inserts HTML code (tracking codes, embed
codes, etc.)
Insert Summary Marker
Inserts a “click here to read more” link to
limit post text.

5. Click Save.
Save: Saves the post but does not make the post active in the blog. The post home
remains open.
Close: Closes the post without saving modifications.

2.4.2 Search for a Post
To search for a Post:
1. Select the Blog application instance.
2. Select the Posts tab.
The Manage Posts screen appears.

3. Choose between Drafts or Published posts.
4. Enter information in the Search fields.
The fields available are:
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Search: Searches over Titles and Authors of Posts.
From/To: Date range for the post.
5. Click Search button.

All posts that match the specified criteria are returned.

2.4.3 Edit a Post
To edit the Post:
1. Select the Blog application instance.
2. Select the Posts tab.
3. Search for the desired post.
4. Click the Edit Post icon to modify the post.

5. Make the desired changes and click Save.

2.4.4 Remove a Post
Removing a post will permanently delete the post from the blog.
To delete a post:
1. Select the Blog application instance.
2. Select the Posts tab.
3. Search for the desired post.
4. Click the Remove Post icon beside the post.

A dialog box will appear asking to confirm the post deletion.

5. Click OK.

2.4.5 Add Comments to a Post
Users can add comments to a post through the Posts tab.
To add a comment to a post:
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1. Select the Posts tab.
2. Search for the desired post.
3. Click the Add Comment icon beside a post.

The Add Comment dialog appears:

4. Enter a comment and click either Save or Approve.
Save will keep the comment inactive and allow the user to save it for
later editing. Approve publishes the comment and displays it below the
selected blog post.

2.4.6 Manage Multiple Posts
Users can manage multiple posts at once on the Posts tab.
1. Select the posts by using the checkboxes:

Deactivate removes all posts from the blog and makes them inactive, but does
not delete them.
1. Select the Published post section.
2. Select the desired post(s).
3. Click the Deactivate All button.
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To Publish all posts:
1. Select the Drafts post section.
2. Search for the desired post(s).
3. Select the desired post(s).
4. Click the Publish All button.

2.5 Comments Tab
All post comments are managed on the Comments tab in the Blog application
instance. On the Comments tab, users are able to edit, remove, and view comments.
Users can also approve and reject comments. The Comments tab provides a search
interface for users to locate specific comments.

2.5.1 Search for a Comment
To search for a Comment:
1. Select the Comments tab.
The Manage Comments screen appears.

The fields available are:
Search: Searches the comment author, the post author’s first and last
name and the post title of the comment.
From/To: Refers to the date the comment was created.
Post State: Refers to whether the posts are active or inactive.
2. Enter information in the desired fields.
3. Click Search button.

All comments that match the specified criteria are returned.

2.5.2 Edit a Comment
To edit a Comment:
1. Select the Comments tab.
2. Search for the desired comment.
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3. Click the Edit Comment icon beside the comment.

4. Make desired changes and click Save.

2.5.3 Approve a Comment through Editing
Users can approve comments in two ways. There is an Approve All button on the
Comments tab (described in section 16.5.8 Manage Multiple Comments), or a
user can approve a comment through editing the comment.
To approve a comment through editing:
1. Select the Comments tab.
2. Search for the desired comment.
Note: The comment must be pending to be able to approve it through
editing.
3. Click the Edit Comment icon beside the comment.

4. Click the Approve button.
The comment has been approved and is visible on the post.

2.5.4 Remove a Comment
To delete a comment:
1. Select the Comments tab.
2. Search for the desired comment.
3. Click the Remove Comment icon beside the comment.

4. A warning message will appear.
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5. Click OK.
The comment is deleted and no longer appears on the post.

2.5.5 Preview a Comment
Users can preview a comment on the Comments tab without having to edit the
comment.
To preview a comment:
1. Select the Comments tab.
2. Search for the desired comment.
3. Click the Preview Comment icon beside the comment.

The Comment section expands below the comment entry in the table to
show a preview of the comment.

2.5.6 Manage Multiple Comments
Users can manage multiple comments at once on the Comments tab.

To Approve all selected comments and make them active:
1. Select the desired comment(s).
2. Click the Approve Selected button.

To Reject all selected comments and deactivate them. The rejected comments
will no longer be shown on the post but will not be deleted.
1. Select the desired comment(s).
2. Click the Delete Selected button.

To View all selected comments:
1. Select the desired comment(s).
2. Click the View All button.
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2.6 Layouts Tab
Blog applications are displayed with the use of a layout. Designers have control over
the presentation of elements defined for a given layout. The layout for the Blog
application is managed on the Layouts tab of the application instance.

2.6.1 Application Layout Editor
The Blog application instance has 2 layouts:


Posts



Detail



Author

To edit a layout:
1. Select a Blog application instance.
2. Select the Layouts tab.
3. Select the layout to edit from the Layout dropdown.

4. Click the Edit Layout button.
The layout is now editable.
5. Make desired changes and click the Save and Close icon.
The layout is updated.
Note: Unlike pages and templates, layouts do NOT need to be published
before they are displayed. Any changes made in the layout editor will be
published and made available on the site as soon as the layout is saved
and closed.
Note: A feature of the layout editor is that it will refresh to its default state
(with all Contents, Containers, and formatting it originally shipped with) if
the user selects all content of the layout, deletes it, then saves and
closes the layout editor.

2.6.1.1 Layout Toolbar
All layouts in the Blog application instance have a layout toolbar.

Similar to the page editor toolbar, the layout toolbar gives the user the
ability to control the format of the layout. The layout editor provides
Contents and Containers for the user to insert.
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2.6.1.2 Contents and Containers
Contents and Containers allow the user to display selected pieces of
information related to the application.

The Contents and Containers by layout are listed below:

Posts Layout

Contents:


Blog Title: Title of the blog.



Blog Description: Description for the blog.



View Information: Provides additional information depending on
the view selected. The views that use View Information are:


Post: Clicking on a specific post will show the post title.



Date: Clicking on a specific date in the calendar will
show the selected date.



Keywords: Clicking on a specific keyword will show the
selected keyword.

Containers:


Pagination Controls: Previous and Next links for the blog when
pagination is needed.
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Calendar: Displays a mini calendar. Calendar can be used to
select a specific day or month, and will display blog posts for the
selected time period.



RSS Link: Provides a RSS link for site visitors to subscribe to the
RSS feed for the blog.



Keywords: Displays a list of keywords used in blog posts.



Post: Displays posts in the blog.

Detail Layout

Contents:


Same as Posts layout.

Containers:


Calendar: Displays a mini calendar. Calendar can be used to
select a specific day or month, and will display blog posts for the
selected time period.



RSS Link: Provides a RSS link for site visitors to subscribe to the
RSS feed for the blog.



Keywords: Displays a list of keywords used in blog posts.



Comments: Displays comments on the blog posts.



Detail Post: Displays posts and post details in the blog.
Note: In SiteExecutive 2013, blogs no longer contain
Views. Users were previously able to change the text of
the headings for the Keywords, Calendar, and RSS
Feed sections via Views. Now users are able to change
this text by editing the desired layout. The headings can
be changed while the layout is in edit mode.
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2.6.1.2.1 Insert Contents and Containers
To insert a Content/Container:
1. Select a Blog application instance.
2. Select the Layouts tab.
3. Select the layout to edit from the Layout
dropdown.

4. Click the Edit Layout button.
5. Click in the editor where the Content or
Container will be placed.
6. Select a Content or Container from the
dropdown.
Note: Some Containers will have a
Properties dialog where the user can
format some aspect before inserting it,
while others will be automatically
inserted with no Properties dialog.
7. If the Container has a Properties dialog, fill
in the desired information and click Save.
The Content or Container is inserted in
the layout.
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2.6.1.2.2 Container SEML Field
Some containers in SiteExecutive applications have a SEML field. SEML
stands for SiteExecutive Markup Language. Only users who are
members of the SE Template Source group will have access to the
SEML fields (for more information on the SE Template Source group,
see the Site Administrator user guide). If a user is not a member of the
SE Template Source group, the user will not see the SEML field.

Not a member of SE Template Source:
(user does not see a dialog)

Member of SE Template Source:

The SEML field allows for the user to control the output of what is
displayed in the container.

2.6.1.2.3 Modify Container Properties
Some Containers have a Properties dialog that
can be accessed and updated.
To modify the properties of a Container:
1. Select a Blog application instance.
2. Select the Layouts tab.
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3. Select the layout to edit from the
Layout dropdown.

4. Click the Edit Layout button.
5. Right click on the desired Container
and select [container name]
Properties.

6. Update the desired information and
click Save on the Properties dialog.
The Container properties are
updated.

2.6.2 Importing and Exporting Layouts
The Layouts tab provides Import Layout and Export Layout buttons beside the
Edit Layout button. The Import and Export buttons are only available to users
who are members of the SE Template Source group (for more information on the
SE Template Source group, see the Site Administrator user guide).

Import Layout provides the ability to import a Blog layout from a different
application instance or SiteExecutive instance. When a layout is imported, it
replaces the existing layout.
Note: Custom layouts cannot be created through Import Layout.
To import a layout:
1. Select a Blog application instance.
2. Select the Layouts tab.
3. Select the layout from the Layout dropdown that matches the layout
being imported.
Note: The layout selected from the dropdown is the layout that will be
replaced with the import.

4. Click the Import Layout button.
The Import Layout dialog appears:
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5. Select the XML layout file and click Save.
The layout is imported.

Export Layout provides the ability to export a layout of a Blog instance to be used
in a different Blog application instance or SiteExecutive instance.
To export a layout:
1. Select a Blog application instance.
2. Select the Layouts tab.
3. Select the layout from the Layout dropdown that will be exported.
Note: The layout selected from the dropdown is the layout that will be
exported.
4. Click the Export Layout button.
The export dialog will appear:

5. Choose to Open or Save the file and click OK.
The layout is exported.
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2.7 Insert Application Viewlet
The Blog application can be inserted on a page via the Application Viewlet Module.
To insert an application viewlet:
1. Select the desired page in SiteExecutive Explorer.
2. Select the Preview/Edit tab.
3. Click Edit Page.
The page will appear in edit mode.
4. Click the Insert Module icon.
5. Select Application Viewlet and click Insert.

6. Choose Blog Application/Display Posts and click Select.

The Application Viewlet Properties dialog appears.
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The available fields are:
Select a Viewlet Type Fieldset
Most Recent Posts: Lists posts that have most recently been posted
(published).
Most Discussed Posts: Lists posts that have the most comments.
Post by Author: Lists all posts published by a specific author.
Display Fieldset
Post Summary: Displays summary of the post. (The first <p> tag
within the blog post)
Date and Time: Displays date and time of the post.
Number of Comments: Displays number of comments submitted for
the post.
Number of posts to show: Limits the number of posts shown on a
page at a time. Pagination will allow display of additional posts.
Blogs Fieldset
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Blogs: Displays a list of all blogs in SiteExecutive. Check the All
Blogs checkbox to select all blogs. By unchecking the All Blogs
checkbox, the user can select individual blogs. Holding down the
CTRL button while selecting blogs allows the user to select multiple
blogs without selecting All Blogs.
Keywords Fieldset
Keywords: Displays list of keywords for all blogs in SiteExecutive.
Check the Any Keyword checkbox to select all keywords. By
unchecking the Any Keyword checkbox, the user can select
individual keywords. Holding down the CTRL button while selecting
keywords allows the user to select multiple keywords without
selecting Any Keyword.
7. Fill in desired information and click Save.
The Blog application viewlet is inserted on the page.

2.8 Site Visitor Experience
2.8.1 Subscribing
Blog visitors can subscribe to a blog as an RSS feed.
To subscribe to a blog:
1. Access a blog.
2. Click the Click to subscribe link on the blog.

A standard feed screen will appear.

3. Click Subscribe Now.

4. A dialog window will appear. Complete the Name and Folder fields.
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5. Click Subscribe.
The site visitor is subscribed to the RSS feed for the blog.

2.9 Styling the Blog Application
The Blog application is able to be styled, with parts of the application marked with an
ID or class. Below are the reserved classes that can be used to style the blog.

ID/Class

Usage

Common Elements (These classes are common throughout the Blog)
#SEBlog

wraps .seBlogViewHeaderDesc and .seBlogViewHeaderInfo

Header Elements
#SEBlogViewHeader

Wraps .headerDesc

.headerInfo
.headerDesc
Wrappers
#SEBlogViewWrapper

wraps .seBlogViewPostArea and .seBlogViewAuxArea

#SEBlogViewMainWrapper

Wraps main post content

#SEBlogViewMainArea

wraps area of blog where posts are located

#SEBlogViewAuxWrapper

Wraps sidebar containing keywords, smallcal, and RSS feeds

#SEBlogViewAuxArea

wraps .seBlogViewKeywords, .seBlogViewSmallCal, and
.seBlogViewLinks

Post Elements
#SEBlogViewPost

Wraps all post elements

.postWrapper

Wraps individual blog post
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.postTitle

wraps title for each blog post

.postKeywords

wraps keywords for each blog post

.postKeywordsDesc

wraps label of .seBlogViewPostKeywords

.postContent

wraps post content for each blog post

.postAuthor

wraps author for each blog post

.postAuthorDesc

Wraps author description for each blog post

.postDate

wraps date and time information for each blog post

.postCommentsSummary

Wraps comment elements

Comment Elements
#SEBlogViewCommentWrapper

wraps the comment area for each blog post comment

#SEBlogViewComment

label for .seBlogViewCommentArea

.commentWrapper
.commentAuthor

wraps the author for each comment

.commentDate

wraps the date and time information for each comment

.commentDesc
.commentContent

Wraps content of comment

#SEBlogViewCommentForm

wraps comment form for each blog post

.commentFormSubmit
Keyword Elements
#SEBlogViewKeywords

wraps list of keywords for all posts in the blog

.keywordsDesc

wraps label of .seBlogViewKeywords

Calendar Elements
#SEBlogViewSmallCal

wraps small calendar used for pagination in the blog

.calDesc

wraps label of .seBlogViewSmallCal

.seBlogViewSmallCal td.seNoSelect

class for td that cannot be selected in small calendar (i.e., td that
are not pagination and do not have blog posts on the date)

.seBlogViewSmallCal td.seSelect

class for td that can be selected in small calendar (i.e., td that are
pagination or have blog posts on the date)
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Aux Column Containers
#SEBlogViewLinks

Wraps rss feed link

.linksDesc

wraps the rss feed link for the blog

.seBlogViewLinks

wraps label of .seBlogViewLinks

.seBlogViewPagingArea

wraps .seBlogViewPagingNext and .seBlogViewPagingPrev

.seBlogViewPagingNext

next pagination for blog posts

.seBlogViewPagingPrev

previous pagination for blog posts

3 SiteExecutive 2013 Permissions
Available actions for users based on permission levels in SiteExecutive 2013 can be
found on the Support Center.
http://support.siteexecutive.com/training/resources/permissions_2013_chart.html
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